Name Tangle

Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Add fine frit on bisque to create a cool crackled look!

1. Lightly wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surface for
painting.

“Name Tangles” are a fun
way to create a cool design
using your name or another
word of your choice.

2. Paint the bisque tile completely with 3-4 solid coats of Neon
Green, or another color of your choice. Allow paint to dry
completely.
3. Use a water-based marker to lightly sketch a square border
on the tile surface. Inside the border, sketch your name-tangle
design.

MATERIALS
952 6” Square Tile
CF223-74-F-20 Peacock Green Opal Frit - Fine
CF226.74F-20 Amazon Green Opalescent Frit - Fine
CF2502F-20 Red Opalescent Frit - Fine
CF260.72F-20 Yellow Opalescent Frit - Fine
CN505-8 Neon Green
FD254 Black Licorice
ST540 Thinfire Paper
SUPPLIES
Angled Straw
Assorted Paintbrushes
Hairspray
Toothpick (optional)
Water-based Marker

4. Trace over the border and name-tangle design with Black
Licorice French Dimensions. Allow design to dry completely.

Name Tangle Continued
5. Using an angled straw scoop, fill in the design areas with an
assortment of opalescent fine frit. As each section is filled, use a
toothpick or small paintbrush to position or move the frit as needed.
For best results, start from one side of the tile and work your way to
the other side.

Materials Guide
952 - 1 Tile
CF223-74-F-20 - 1 oz. yields 20 projects
CF226.74F-20 - 1 oz. yields 20 projects
CF2502F-20 - 1 oz. yields 20 projects
CF260.72F-20 - 1 oz. yields 20 projects
CN505-8 - 1.5 sand dollar-sized drop yields 25 projects
FD254 - approx. .25 oz. yields 7 projects
ST540 - 7” square sheet yields 40 projects

6. Once complete, lightly spritz project with hairspray to secure frit
in place.

Money Saving Tip:

7. Before firing the completed project, apply Thinfire Paper onto the
kiln shelf. Stilt project and fire to Cone 06.

Once fired, touch up your
outline design or add fun designs to
your project with Marabu Pens!

Rather than buying a bottle of
French Dimensions for every camper,
coordinate your schedule to allow for
sharing of 1-2 bottles of French
Dimensions amongst everyone. Have
campers paint their background and
sketch their design, then transition
into another project to keep waiting
campers busy as they take turns
outlining their designs.

Painting Guide

